Strawberries

We grow our strawberries on raised beds that are protected by plastic. The plants are watered & fertilized through our irrigation system. Berries ripen in the month of June through early July. Varieties presently grown include Wendy, L’Amour, Brunswick, Seneca, Darselect, Jewel, Eros, & Ovation.

Strawberry plants have a lifespan of about 2-3 years, so we cover them with straw for the winter, and wait for them to come back to life in the spring. This also means that each season we have to remove the oldest strawberry beds and put in new ones.

We’ve also had good luck recently growing “ever-bearing” strawberries. These varieties produce fruit during the traditional June strawberry season, and *again* in the fall. We’re enjoying taking these autumn berries to farmer’s markets & selling them at our stand -- and we know you’re enjoying this extra-berry treat!

(above: the closer you get ... the better they look -- and taste ! )